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ABSTRACT

This Article on Richard Fallon’s Law and Legitimacy in the Supreme Court focuses on public acceptance of the Supreme Court’s authority, what Fallon calls sociological legitimacy. After setting out Fallon’s accounts of legitimacy and constitutional argumentation, the Article looks at public opinion data and political science scholarship on the extent to which the Court’s decisions affect public acceptance of the Court. It then turns to the normative question of whether, even if the Court’s decisions may undermine its sociological legitimacy, that impact is a legally legitimate factor for the Court to consider. The Article argues that strategic consideration of the Court’s public legitimacy can be an appropriate factor in the Justices’ decision making, but such consideration may end up actually harming the Court’s reputation if undertaken openly and candidly as Fallon would seem to require.
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It would be hard to imagine a more auspicious time for a symposium on Richard Fallon’s *Law and Legitimacy in the Supreme Court*. The legitimacy of the Supreme Court is at the forefront of political and public life to an extent not seen for decades.\(^1\) To be sure, attacks on the Supreme Court from both sides of the political spectrum have been growing for years.\(^2\) But today challenges to the Court are at new levels, pushed there by the deep political divisions over the courts that were evident in the recent political battles over Justice Kavanaugh’s confirmation and Judge Merrick Garland’s failed nomination, and the resultant shift to the right of the Court’s membership.\(^3\) Both conservative and liberal commentators portray the Supreme Court’s legitimacy as under threat, though they diverge dramatically in their accounts of the source of that threat and how the Court should respond.\(^4\) The Court’s legitimacy is increasingly a subject for legal


scholarship as well. Court-packing, long criticized as an executive power overreach by FDR, has newfound progressive advocates, and support for Supreme Court term limits is growing in many quarters.

These concerns around the Court’s legitimacy came to a head recently with two filings in NYS Rifle & Pistol Association v. City of New York, a case involving a Second Amendment challenge to a New York City regulation limiting the transportation of guns to training facilities. A brief from five Democratic Senators argued that new state legislation and repeal of the regulation made the case moot and warned the Court about ignoring established justiciability rules to advance a conservative political agenda. After describing ongoing conservative campaigns to influence the Court and growing public views of the Court as political, the brief concluded: “The Supreme Court is not well. And the people know it. Perhaps the Court can heal itself before the public demands it be ‘restructured in order to reduce the influence of politics.’” All fifty-three Republican Senators wrote an angry letter to the Court in response, accusing their Democratic colleagues of “openly threaten[ing] th[e] Court with political retribution if it failed to dismiss the petition as moot.” Urging the Court not to be “cowed,” the Republicans promised to protect the Court against court-packing. In addition to providing some high drama to enliven the Supreme Court’s summer break in 2019, the competing filings demonstrated how the Supreme Court’s legitimacy is becoming a central theme of political debate.

Given this maelstrom, understanding the nature and basis of the Supreme Court’s legitimacy is of particular importance. What do we mean when we say the Court’s legitimacy may be in called into question? Should this be a real worry? To what extent do the decisions of the Court affect its legitimacy? If we


8. Id. at 18.


10. Id. at 2.

recognize the Court’s political and ideological character, does that mean constitutional adjudication—indeed, the Court’s decision making writ large—is necessarily illegitimate? And, perhaps most pointedly, is it legitimate for the Court to take concerns about its legitimacy into account in deciding cases?

Many of these questions lie at the heart of *Law and Legitimacy in the Supreme Court*. The book is animated by Fallon’s desire to show how constitutional adjudication can be a legitimate enterprise, notwithstanding that much of the Constitution’s meaning is indeterminate and the Justices inevitably draw on broader moral, political, and ideological concerns in interpreting it. Fallon deftly weaves together interdisciplinary and conceptual work on legitimacy and linguistic meaning with details of constitutional methodology and the Supreme Court’s interpretive practices. Of particular value is Fallon’s identification of three distinct types of legitimacy as well as his account of constitutional argumentation. He portrays constitutional argumentation as a practice constrained by shared understandings and norms of good-faith, reasoned argumentation in which the Justices inevitably—and appropriately—draw on moral, political and ideological judgments.12

Yet one area of Fallon’s analysis remains unsatisfying, and that concerns what he calls sociological legitimacy. By sociological legitimacy, Fallon means broad public acceptance of the authority of the Constitution and of the Court, which undergirds and enables constitutional adjudication.13 But he does not unpack the concept of sociological legitimacy in detail—for example, to address problems created by multiple and diverse publics or to specify how public acceptance of the Supreme Court is affected by the Court’s actions. Moreover, his focus is on explaining how constitutional adjudication can be an internally, morally, and legally legitimate practice rather than on how the Court can or should respond to sociological legitimacy concerns. We are left in an uncertain position, told that sociological legitimacy is a basic prerequisite for legitimate constitutional adjudication and warned that the Court’s sociological legitimacy is at great risk, yet unsure about how such legitimacy emerges or what, if anything, the Court can do to secure it.

In what follows, I first describe Fallon’s insightful account of different forms of legitimacy and the practice of constitutional adjudication, focusing in particular on his account of sociological legitimacy and the questions it raises. I then turn to examining survey data and political science scholarship to assess, descriptively, the extent to which the Court’s decisions may call public acceptance of the Court into question. Finally, I turn to the normative question of whether strategic consideration of the Court’s public standing and legitimacy can be an appropriate factor in the Justices’ decision making. I argue that judicial consideration of sociological legitimacy can be legally legitimate, even under Fallon’s account. The harder question is whether such consideration will backfire and end up

harming the Court’s reputation, at least if strategic decision making is undertaken openly and candidly as Fallon’s commitment to good-faith, reasonable argumentation might seem to require.

I. FALLON’S ACCOUNT

As Fallon himself states at the outset, Law and Legitimacy in the Supreme Court “is an ambitious book.”14 In it, Fallon dissects the concept of legitimacy, offers accounts of constitutional interpretation and constitutional theory in the Supreme Court, analyzes the constraints the Court faces in undertaking constitutional adjudication, and assesses whether constitutional decision making at the Court today is legally and morally legitimate. Critical to Fallon’s project is his careful analysis of legitimacy as a metaconcept encompassing sociological, moral, and legal legitimacy, as well as his account of the prerequisites for legitimate constitutional adjudication by the Court.

A. Multiple Legitimations

Fallon begins the book by setting forth three distinct but related understandings of legitimacy: sociological legitimacy, moral legitimacy, and legal legitimacy. “Sociological legitimacy involves prevailing public attitudes towards government, institutions, or decisions.”15 Fallon describes the question of sociological legitimacy as “whether people (and, if so, how many of them) believe that the law or the constitution deserves to be respected or obeyed for reasons that go beyond fear of adverse consequences.”16 Often equated with public acceptance of or institutional loyalty towards the Court, sociological legitimacy is what underlies legal compliance in practice; the more the legal system is viewed as legitimate, the more people will voluntarily adhere to its requirements.17

Moral legitimacy, in turn, is not concerned with “whether the Justices or anyone else in fact respects or endeavors to obey the Constitution or laws of the United States. It is, rather, whether . . . people ought to do so or whether government officials are morally justified in coercing compliance.”18 On Fallon’s account, moral legitimacy takes two forms, reflecting that we live “in a world in which unanimous agreement on the requirements of perfect justice cannot reasonably be expected.”19 There is, first, moral legitimacy as “a minimum” which “[g]overnments must satisfy . . . in order to deserve support and respect and to justify their officials in exercising coercive force.”20 And there is also moral

15. Id. at 21.
16. Id. at 22.
17. See id. at 23; see also Tom R. Tyler, Why People Obey the Law 58–59, 63 (1990) (discussing empirical evidence indicating that “legitimacy has a significant effect on compliance,” although noting that, “[i]f citizens feel they have been treated unfairly, their behavior is less strongly influenced by their judgments about the legitimacy of legal authorities”).
18. Fallon, supra note 14, at 23.
19. Id. at 34.
20. Id.
legitimacy “as a relative ideal,” “involving mixed elements of substantive justice, democratic decision making, and procedural fairness,” to which “governments and their officials should . . . aspire to move their regimes closer.”21

Finally, there is legal legitimacy, which goes to “whether the Justices’ decisions accord with or are permissible under constitutional or legal norms.”22). For Fallon, the critical feature of legal legitimacy is its orientation inside the legal system. He uses legal legitimacy “to mark judgments based solely on a legal system’s internally recognized norms.”23 As a result, the ultimate measure of legal legitimacy in the United States is the “Constitution and surrounding norms of interpretation” that form the backbone of the legal system.24

Among these three dimensions of legitimacy, sociological legitimacy is the most distinct. Both moral and legal legitimacy have a strong normative component, they speak to what a court ought to do for its decision making to be legitimate. Indeed, Fallon underscores the close association of these two forms of legitimacy by arguing that “the moral legitimacy of decisions by the Supreme Court will normally depend on their legal legitimacy.”25 As he puts it: “If the Constitution is law that legally binds the Supreme Court, and if it is also minimally morally legitimate”—which Fallon concludes it is26—“then whether the Justices have behaved morally legitimately will almost necessarily depend on whether the Justices have acted legally correctly or legitimately.”28) As a result, moral legitimacy as an independent idea seems to do little work for Fallon.

Sociological legitimacy is factual rather than normative; it speaks to whether the public views the legal system as legitimate and not whether they ought to so view it. Yet sociological legitimacy bears a critical linkage to legal legitimacy. Fallon emphasizes that the Constitution’s sociological legitimacy, its popular acceptance, is what “[g]ives it legal legitimacy.”29 As he puts it: “The ultimate measure of legality in our legal system—as in any other—inherits in currently accepted standards for identifying past events as possessing legal authority. . . . [W]hat ultimately matters today . . . is that nearly everyone continues to accept the Constitution . . . as valid, binding law.”30 Moreover, “the bounds of acceptable legal judgment have partly sociological foundations” as well; popular acceptance shapes what counts as a legally reasonable argument and what falls outside the pale.31

21. Id. at 34–35.
22. Id. at 35.
23. FAllON, supra note 14, at 35–36.
24. Id. at 36.
25. Id.
26. Id.
27. See id. at 29.
28. Id. at 36.
29. FAllON, supra note 14, at 86.
30. Id. at 85.
31. Id. at 40.
Despite his equation of moral and legal legitimacy, Fallon also suggests that legal legitimacy as well as sociological legitimacy are to some extent dependent on moral legitimacy. Both “can be compromised and made vulnerable by moral fissures within a society,”32 if these fissures are deep and wide enough to undercut popular acceptance of the Constitution and reasonable legal disagreement. As Fallon puts it: “When we believe others’ moral views to be not just mistaken but unreasonable, we will almost inevitably conclude that judicial decisions that reflect those views . . . are unworthy of respect.”33

Legitimacy is a central concern of Fallon’s book. Yet as Fallon’s own analysis reveals, the term is protean with multiple possible meanings that are often conflated. It is worth asking: why invoke legitimacy at all? Or, in the words of David Strauss: “Why not just talk about moral right and wrong, or about legal right and wrong, or about whether a particular law or legal system is generally accepted by a population? Using the term ‘legitimacy’ only adds the potential for confusion; why not dispense with it?”34 Strauss’s answer is that to call a law or a judicial decision illegitimate is to suggest not just that it is wrong, but further that it does not deserve obedience.35

Fallon resists the idea that legitimacy is firmly tied to obedience, suggesting that we may have an obligation to obey an illegitimate decision.36 Instead, he defines legitimacy in terms of being worthy of respect.37 But his prime response is to reject the idea that correctness can be equated with legitimacy at all. He repeatedly insists that a decision can be legally wrong and yet legally legitimate, for example, underscoring that ample room exists for reasonable debate and disagreement over constitutional meaning.38 Fallon analogizes legal legitimacy to the concepts of jurisdiction and discretion, both of which connote authority to make decisions that may be wrong. A court does not lose jurisdiction when it issues a decision that is reversed for legal error, and the idea of “abuse of discretion” signals a decision that is not just mistaken but outside the pale of accepted decision making. So too an erroneous decision could still be legally legitimate provided the court “had lawful power to decide” it, “rested its decision only on considerations that it had lawful power to take into account,” and “reached an outcome that fell within the bounds of reasonable legal judgment.”39

B. The Practice of Constitutional Adjudication

This distinction between correctness and legitimacy is central to Fallon’s core preoccupation in the book, which is to articulate an account of legitimate
Supreme Court constitutional adjudication. Here, Fallon’s focus is on moral and legal legitimacy, although sociological legitimacy concerns—the fear that the public will come to see the Court as an ideologically-driven institution no different from the political branches—are a brooding presence in the background.40

In Fallon’s portrayal, the central challenge is to explain how constitutional adjudication can be a lawful, constrained activity, while also acknowledging that it is an activity laced with indeterminacy and inevitably affected by the Justices’ moral values and ideological commitments. His analysis proceeds incrementally, almost methodically were it not for the sophistication of his arguments. Fallon begins by showcasing the Constitution’s multiple meanings, the inability of original public meaning to produce linguistic determinacy, and the new sources of interpretive authority that emerge over time. Having established the ground of constitutional indeterminacy, Fallon devotes himself to explaining why constitutional adjudication is nonetheless a legally and morally legitimate enterprise.

On Fallon’s account, “American constitutional law is a practice . . . constituted by the shared understandings, expectations, and intentions of those who accept the constitutional order” and participate in it.41 He emphasizes that as practices go, American constitutional adjudication is “a relatively fluid and an open one” that inherently draws on “the domains of moral, political and prudential judgment.”42 To be legitimate, this practice must look backwards, recognizing “the paramount authority of the Constitution” and taking seriously past elucidation of constitutional meaning through historical practice and precedent.43 But it must simultaneously look forwards, drawing on “forward-looking considerations of substantive justice and procedural fairness”44 to make “the morally and practically best decisions that the law allows.”45 Putting these factors together, Fallon views legitimate constitutional decision making as turning on “whether the Justices employ reasonable and consistent decision making methodologies, exhibit fidelity to legitimate prior authorities, show morally good substantive judgment in establishing law for the future, and maintain a fair distribution of political authority among courts and other institutions.”46 Fallon implements this general instruction through a reflective equilibrium model for constitutional adjudication. Judges should approach constitutional adjudication with a strong presumption in favor of the “methodological or interpretive principles” they had previously embraced, but they should be open to adjusting those principles in light of “substantive constitutional judgments” they develop from the case at hand.47
“a back-and-forth” process of reflective adjustment, Fallon seeks to provide room for both principled decision making and case-specific constitutional convictions.\(^{48}\)

Recognizing the open-endedness of constitutional adjudication under his description, Fallon underscores a number of external constraints: the governmental structure that the Constitution creates, political checks on the court, and the institutional demands of a multimember body are some. But the primary constraints he emphasizes are internal: the norms that govern the practice of constitutional adjudication and demarcate the bounds of reasonable constitutional argument. Here is where Fallon’s distinction between legitimacy and correctness proves pivotal; he insists that the Justices may disagree with a constitutional interpretation but nonetheless accept that it is legitimate in the sense of representing a reasonable constitutional argument. “[T]he Justices can share standards that call for the exercise of moral or practical judgment . . . yet disagree about what good judgment requires.”\(^{49}\)

For Fallon, a critical norm of reasonable constitutional argumentation, and thus of legitimate constitutional adjudication, is good faith. As Fallon puts it:

> [W]e can respect Justices with whom we disagree, provided that the disagreement is principled. We can even respect Justices who change their minds, so long as they provide reasons . . . . But our respect for the Justices—and our appraisal of the Court’s decisions and its institutional legitimacy—would rightly suffer grievously if we came to view the Justices as cynical manipulators whose arguments possess no integrity.\(^{50}\)

This requirement of argumentative good faith leads Fallon ultimately to offer a mixed assessment of whether the Court’s current constitutional adjudication meet the requirements of legitimacy. In his view, “current Supreme Court practice appears to include more than a few deviations from interpretive methodological regularity and argumentative good faith.”\(^{51}\) Yet the tenor of the book as a whole is far more optimistic, defending the potential for morally and legally legitimate constitutional adjudication and concluding that such legitimacy could obtain today “with relatively modest and imaginable changes” to current practice.\(^{52}\)

C. A Sympathetic Critique

I find many features of Fallon’s account compelling, in particular his insistence on the indeterminacy of constitutional meaning and the inevitable role that moral commitments play in constitutional adjudication. To contend otherwise is, as he

---

48. FALLOON, supra note 14, at 144.
49. Id. at 95.
50. Id. at 12–13.
51. Id. at 173.
52. Id.
argues, “to blink reality.” I also agree with his rejection of both originalism and the cynical realist view under which judges’ votes and positions are determined solely by their ideological preferences. And I agree with Fallon’s view that constitutional law is a practice constituted by the shared assumptions and understandings of participants. As he repeatedly notes, there are many relatively easy constitutional questions where judicial agreement is broad or at least judges are not divided along ideological or political lines.

I am less sanguine, however, that those shared assumptions and easy cases can establish the legitimacy of the Supreme Court’s constitutional decision making in far more contentious and ideologically-divided contexts. In such contexts, we may not be able to see those we disagree with as adhering to reasonable standards of constitutional adjudication but simply reaching different conclusions than we do. In this regard, Fallon’s account seems likely to suffer from the level-of generality problem that plagues many a constitutional theory. Few may disagree on the rules of constitutional adjudication that Fallon sets out at the abstract and general level at which he posits them—for example, that the Constitution is “paramount authority . . . in all cases” or that “powerful legal and moral considerations can trump” adherence to settled law. But drill down further in contested cases and profound methodological disagreements along with claims of unprincipled decision making quickly rise to the fore, raising the question of how much agreement really exists on the bounds of reasonable constitutional argumentation. The open-endedness of constitutional adjudication under Fallon’s description likely exacerbates the problem, as it means the Justices are regularly drawing on values and commitments in particular cases that others may not share.

My bigger concern centers on the concept of sociological legitimacy and how it fits into Fallon’s project. Although he repeatedly acknowledges the interdependency between sociological legitimacy on the one hand and moral and legal legitimacy on the other, Fallon offers little sustained analysis of this relationship. He notes that issuing a legally and morally illegitimate constitutional decision does not undermine public acceptance of the Court. But at the same time, he is plainly concerned that growing political polarization may undercut public perceptions of constitutional adjudication as a legitimate enterprise, given the close correlation between political ideology and constitutional views. “In a society in

53. Id. at 147.
56. See FALLON, supra note 14, at 156.
57. See id. at 157.
which the ideological gulfs are too wide, perceived illegitimacy in Supreme Court decision making may become . . . [a] familiar . . . fact of life.”

Descriptively, then, this creates a puzzle: to what extent do contentious political and ideologically-laden constitutional decisions undermine public confidence in the Court? As important, however, is the normative question that follows: to what extent should the Justices “allow other people’s perceptions of the moral legitimacy of their decisions to affect their actual decision making”? At the end of the book, Fallon signals that he believes the Justices should be more attentive to the political repercussions and political context of their decision making. In particular, he urges the Court to exercise greater restraint when it comes to invalidating legislation, especially at the federal level, and insists that “the ideal of moral reasonableness in judicial decision making includes considerations involving the fair allocation of political power.”

Fallon justifies this position on grounds of democratic legitimacy and respect for the constitutional views of popularly elected branches, yet it is clear that he also hopes the Court will retreat from high-visibility political debates. Fallon never explains, however, how efforts by the Court to avoid political confrontations fit within the norms of reasonable constitutional adjudication. Moreover, as Tara Grove argues in her recent review of Fallon’s book, fitting these two together may be no easy feat. In her view, strategic voting based on factors external to the case at hand “is antithetical to the way in which many of us conceive of Supreme Court decisionmaking” and “violates norms of our constitutional practice.”

Indeed, Fallon’s call for judicial restraint in invalidating legislation showcases this tension. Scholars have long debated whether restraint in invalidating legislation is proper as a matter of substantive constitutional law—whether it appropriately respects the Constitution’s principles of democratic accountability and the constitutional role of courts, or instead represents a failure by courts to adequately protect individuals against majority oppression. These substantive arguments plainly fall within the realm of reasonable constitutional debate. But the strategic argument that Justices should avoid invalidating legislation to protect the Court’s institutional standing is thought by many to be outside the legal pale.

58. Id. at 158.
59. Id. at 13.
60. Id. at 129.
61. See id. at 159–62.
62. Grove, supra note 5, at 2263.
63. The jurisprudence and scholarship relevant to this debate is vast. For relatively recent entrants, see generally RANDY E. BARNETT, OUR REPUBLICAN CONSTITUTION (2016) (arguing against judicial restraint in invalidating legislation); Gillian E. Metzger & Trevor W. Morrison, The Presumption of Constitutionality and the Individual Mandate, 81 FORDHAM L. REV. 1715 (2013) (arguing in favor). For the classic argument in favor of judicial restraint, see James B. Thayer, The Origin and Scope of the American Doctrine of Constitutional Law, 7 HARV. L. REV. 129, 136 (1893).
II. SOCIOLOGICAL LEGITIMACY AND CONSTITUTIONAL ADJUDICATION

The rest of this Article focuses on descriptive and normative dimensions of sociological legitimacy. I begin with the descriptive dimension, reviewing political science scholarship on whether the Supreme Court’s public standing is affected by politically and ideologically contested decisions. I then turn to the normative dimension, assessing whether strategic concerns about preserving public confidence in the Supreme Court are a legitimate factor for the Justices to consider in constitutional adjudication. Putting the two together, my overall conclusion is mixed. In my view, concerns about preserving public support for the Court fall within the bounds of reasonable constitutional adjudication—both as currently undertaken and in the form that Fallon advocates. The bigger problem is that overt consideration of the impact of a decision on the Court’s standing may prove self-defeating by leading the public to view the Justices as little more than politicians in robes, thereby undercutting the very institutional legitimacy the Justices sought to preserve. An alternative would be for the Justices to take sociological legitimacy into account, but only sub rosa. Yet not only does that approach raise serious concerns about judicial candor, it also stands in tension with Fallon’s prime commitment that the Justices must engage in constitutional adjudication in good faith.

A. Politicized Decision Making and Public Acceptance of the Supreme Court

The Supreme Court is increasingly divided along ideological and partisan lines. Since 2010, when Justice Kagan replaced Justice Stevens, “all of the Supreme Court’s Republican-nominated Justices have been to the right of Democratic-nominated Justices.”65 According to Neal Devins and Lawrence Baum, this is a new phenomenon; “the Court never had clear ideological blocs that coincided with party lines” before now.66 Although there remains some division among the conservative justices—notably, Justices Gorsuch and Kavanaugh voted together only 70% of the time last term—the Court shifted further to the right when Justice Kennedy, a conservative justice who voted with liberals in some highly salient cases, was replaced with the more reliably conservative Justice Kavanaugh.67 Party-line voting dominates in Supreme Court confirmation battles and the ideological division between liberal and conservative justices has grown significantly.68 The result is that the Court “has come to be rigidly divided

68. Devins & Baum, supra note 65, at 2, 6.
by both ideology and party,” with the liberal votes in close cases overwhelmingly coming from Democratic-appointed justices and conservative votes coming from Republican-appointed ones.69

Many worry that the Court’s sociological legitimacy will erode as the Court increasingly reflects our current polarized climate.70 Even Justice Kagan has voiced this concern, warning that people “will reject the Court and say, you know, we don’t view it as legitimate anymore” because they see the Court “as just an extension of the political process.”71 To be sure, the Supreme Court enjoys “strong and enduring” public support.72 According to a September 2019 Gallup survey, 54% approve and 42% disapprove of how the Court is handling its job, while an August 2019 Pew survey reported that 62% of Americans say they view the Court favorably.73 These numbers are substantially up from 2016, when 42% approved and 52% disapproved of how the Court was handling its job, and only 48% of Americans had a favorable view of the Court, compared to 43% who had an unfavorable view.74 Public support for the Court is also higher and more consistent than support for Congress or the President.75

On the other hand, survey data on public views of the Court do provide some basis for concern. Overall, “confidence in the court has been declining over the past 30 years.”76 After largely being in the 45%–50% range from 1973 to the early 2000s, the percentage reporting a great deal or quite a lot of confidence in the Court has been between 30–40% since 2006.77 Even more striking, Pew found

75. Gallup Historical Trends: Supreme Court, supra note 73; Ura & Merrill, supra note 72, at 435.
76. Thomson-Deveaux & Roeder, supra note 70.
77. Although capturing overall trends, these ranges hide fluctuation in confidence in the Court, sometimes year-to-year. Gallup Historical Trends: Supreme Court, supra note 73.
that unfavorable opinions of the Supreme Court reached a 30-year high in 2015, with seven in ten Americans saying that Supreme Court Justices “are often influenced by their own political views” in deciding cases and only 24% saying that Justices “generally put their political views aside.” In addition, the recent upticks in approval of the Court largely predate Justice Kavanaugh’s confirmation, which entailed contentious hearings and created a more solid conservative majority than had previously existed. Indeed, the Court’s approval rating in Pew’s survey declined from 66% in April 2018 to 62% in August 2019, although as noted above Gallup’s polling shows a slight improvement in the number approving of the Court in September 2019 compared to recent years.

Particularly troubling is the significant partisan divide evident in public views of the Court. Republican and Democratic approval of the Court have long varied to some extent, but in 2019 this divide is particularly stark, with 75% of Republicans and Republican-leaning independents having a favorable view of the Court compared to only 49% of Democrats and Democratic-leaning independents. This 26 point divide represents the largest partisan gap in two decades. Moreover, the 2018–2019 term of the Court was a relatively quiet one, with few ideologically or politically charged cases. If the Court hears more politically salient cases and resolves them in a consistently conservative direction, this partisan divide is likely to worsen.

Yet whether approval rates for the Supreme Court are good proxies for public acceptance of it is a matter of some debate. Political science scholarship has long differentiated between “specific support” and “diffuse support” for the Court. Specific support reflects individuals’ favorable evaluation of the Court’s decisions and performance and is captured by approval rates, while diffuse support reflects individuals’ willingness to accept the Court’s decisions even when they don’t agree with the results it reaches. Diffuse support is conventionally viewed as representing the Court’s sociological or institutional legitimacy, as it measures
broader public acceptance of the Court as an institution. A critical question concerns the relationship between specific and diffuse support. The conventional view is that “levels of diffuse support are relatively immune to short-term changes in specific support” and thus individuals do not see the Court as illegitimate when it issues decisions with which they disagree.87 However, some recent scholarship argues that individuals’ diffuse support for the Court decreases as they perceive greater ideological disagreement between their views and the Court’s decisions—and that even one highly salient decision can affect assessments of the Court’s legitimacy.88

The threat to the Supreme Court’s sociological legitimacy is clearly more ominous under the latter account. If ideological disagreement with the Court’s decisions can have an immediate and direct impact on the Court’s legitimacy, then the growing gap in how Republicans and Democrats view the Court would signal an imminent threat to the Court’s broader legitimacy. Yet even under the conventional view, specific and diffuse support are at least generally linked.89 Some scholars suggest that individuals keep a “running tally” of decisions, with diffuse support for the Court suffering once a sufficient number of disapproved decisions have accumulated.90 In the recent past, the presence of Justices who were swing voters—voting sometimes with liberals and sometimes with conservatives in highly contested cases—meant that the overall ideological tally for the Court was mixed.91 No single political or ideological group continuously lost. The danger raised by Court’s intensifying ideological and partisan blocs is that this running tally will become increasingly one-sided over time, causing the Court’s legitimacy to erode for the group that continuously loses. Which group ends up as the continuous losers depends on which political and ideological group has control of the Court. Not surprisingly, in the face of an increasingly solidly Republican and conservative majority, the current concerns about the Court’s eroding legitimacy

(2014). The terms were originally coined by David Easton in A SYSTEMS ANALYSIS OF POLITICAL LIFE 273 (1965).


88. Brandon L. Bartels & Christopher D. Johnston, On the Ideological Foundations of Supreme Court Legitimacy in the American Public, 57 AM. J. POL. SCI. 184, 185, 197 (2013) (“When individuals perceive that they are in ideological disagreement with the Court’s policymaking, they ascribe lower legitimacy to the Court compared to individuals who perceive that they are in agreement with the Court.”); Dino P. Christenson & David M. Glick, Chief Justice Roberts’s Health Care Decision Disrobed: The Microfoundations of the Supreme Court’s Legitimacy, 59 AM. J. POL. SCI. 403, 410, 416 (2014). For criticisms of this scholarship, see James L. Gibson & Michael J. Nelson, Is the U.S. Supreme Court’s Legitimacy Grounded in Performance Satisfaction and Ideology?, 59 AM. J. POL. SCI. 162 (2015).

89. Ura & Merrill, supra note 72, at 434.


91. See Gibson & Nelson, supra note 86, at 208; see also Bartels & Johnston, supra note 88, at 187, 190–91 & Table 2 (arguing that the contemporary Court could be perceived as conservative, moderate, or even liberal, and providing supporting evidence of mixed perceptions of the Court’s ideology by survey respondents).
are raised largely by Democrats and liberals who view the Court as increasingly at odds with their ideological preferences.

An important additional factor here is that our politics are not only polarized, but also highly competitive, with both partisan camps being sizeable and politically powerful nationally. As Keith Whittington emphasizes in his Article for this symposium, what distinguishes our current polarized age from prior ones is that neither side has emerged as the victor. This has several worrisome implications for the sociological legitimacy of the Court. To begin with, the competitive nature of our polarized politics means that the group of continuous ideological losers at the Court will be large, even at times representing a majority of the national electorate. Additionally, it seems likely to increase the chances that our sharply contested politics, and as a result, ideological divisions over the Court will last and not be resolved by elections. It may also increase the likelihood of the Court being asked to intervene on highly politically salient disputes, with both parties unwilling to compromise and more inclined to use the courts to secure wins not obtainable through political channels. True, the competitive nature of our polarized politics increases the chances that either party could win the presidential elections, thereby potentially gaining the ability to bring the ideological balance on the Court more in line with its preferences. But arguably, this fact has only intensified perceptions of the Court as political and worsened the challenge to the Court’s sociological legitimacy.


The stark divide in partisan perceptions of the Court suggests an additional challenge in assessing the Court’s public acceptance and legitimacy. Political scientists focus on public acceptance of the Court writ large, but in reality, there are many different publics, of which partisan groupings represent just one. Some political scientists and journalists divide the country and even North America into different “nations” identified by particular historical, cultural and geographic features. Others emphasize urban-rural distinctions or identify certain representative communities as models that repeat across the country. Economic, educational, and demographic differences or factors such as employment or religious background also seem likely to be significant to how individuals respond to the Court. For example, the Court’s “perceived legitimacy among . . . legal elites is extremely high—and much higher than it is for the mass public at large.” One explanation given is that frequent exposure to the Court means not just greater awareness of how well the Court’s decisions accord or diverge from one’s own views, but also “expos[ure] to legitimizing symbols . . . that tend to create a presumption that, even if [an] outcome is undesirable, the process of decision making is fair.” In contrast, the perspective that white evangelicals take to the Court is framed by decades of preaching and religious activism around judicial decisions. The differences among these many publics seem likely to affect actual views on the Court’s institutional legitimacy and the resilience of such views. As important, these differences may make it more difficult to protect the Court’s legitimacy. Moves that help prevent the Court from veering too predictably and consistently in one political direction may undermine the Court’s legitimacy with some publics even as they reinforce the Court’s legitimacy with others.
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Efforts to respond to legitimacy threats facing the Court are further complicated by evidence that the Court’s reasoning, and not just its results, can affect the Court’s legitimacy. Notably, recognition that the Justices’ ideological orientations affect their decision making may not have much of an effect on the Court’s legitimacy on its own. But perceptions that the Court is politicized, that the Justices are “little more than ‘politicians in robes’ who engage in “strategic, rather than sincere, decision making,” do have a legitimacy-undermining effect. Of particular relevance is a recent study of public reactions to the suggestion that Chief Justice Roberts switched his vote in NFIB v. Sebelius out of institutional legitimacy concerns. It showed that the Court’s legitimacy suffered when individuals perceived the Court not just as ideologically misaligned with their views, but further as acting politically in issuing a decision. Another study found that loyalty to the Court was highest when opinions used conventional legalistic arguments, but decreased as the Court’s reasoning became more controversial and “extraconstitutional.”

B. Is the Court’s Consideration of Sociological Legitimacy Defensible?

This descriptive data thus suggests that the Court’s legitimacy with broad sections of the public may be at risk, at least over time, if its decisions go consistently in one ideological direction in politically salient cases. One potential solution would be for Justices to vote in a way that ensures more ideological variety in order to protect public acceptance of the Court. As noted, whether as an empirical matter such strategic voting would enhance the Court’s legitimacy is debatable, a point I return to below. For now, I will focus on the core normative question: even if the Court’s decisions can undermine its public standing, should the Justices take that impact into account in their decision making? Put into Fallon’s terms, is it legally or morally legitimate for the Court to take its sociological legitimacy into account in deciding a particular case? Given Fallon’s equation of legal and moral legitimacy in the U.S. legal system, this is essentially a question about whether the Court’s sociological legitimacy is a legally legitimate factor.

An important point to note at the outset is that strategic decision making on the Supreme Court is a familiar and well-established phenomenon. Indeed, as members of a multi-person court who need to get four colleagues to sign onto their opinions to obtain a majority, the Justices necessarily have to pay attention to their colleagues’ views in writing their drafts. And Justices sometimes switch
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their votes in response to draft opinions.\footnote{111} More than this, scholars have argued that Justices write their opinions with an eye to the preferences of other institutions, such as Congress, the President, and the public, in order to ensure that their opinions—and the policy positions those opinions embody—have staying power.\footnote{112} They may, for example, strategically opt to overrule doctrines incrementally rather than in one fell swoop in order to lessen backlash.\footnote{113}

A second point is that there are well-known instances of the particular type of strategic judicial decision making at issue here, namely, strategic consideration of the impact decisions may have on the Supreme Court’s public standing. The classic example is \textit{Marbury v. Madison}, in which the Court heard a challenge to Secretary of State James Madison’s refusal to deliver judicial commissions, an action taken on President Thomas Jefferson’s instructions. Given the political climate at the time, not least the perception by Jefferson and his Democratic-Republican party of the Court as a Federalist bastion with Marshall at its head, the odds that the Jefferson administration would comply with a Court order requiring the commissions be delivered were slim. After all, the government refused to even come to the Court to defend itself in the action. Marshall’s solution to this challenge to the young Court’s power, holding that statutes granting the Court jurisdiction were unconstitutional, is often invoked as a paragon of judicial strategy. It allowed the Court to simultaneously affirm the principle of judicial review and avoid the danger that the political branches would undercut the Court by refusing to comply with its decision.\footnote{114}

The Court at times has also used justiciability rulings to avoid hearing contentious cases because of concerns about how the public would respond. This approach was famously advocated by Alexander Bickel in the early 1960s, who urged the Court to exercise prudential judgment—the “passive virtues”—in deciding what to hear, out of concern about the impact that the Court’s decisions on the merits could have on “public opinion and the political institutions.”\footnote{115} As Grove details, the Court’s infamous denial of jurisdiction in \textit{Naim v. Naim}, refusing to hear a challenge to Virginia’s prohibition on interracial marriage that was squarely within its mandatory jurisdiction, resulted from concerns that reaching
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the merits and invalidating the ban would create more resistance to Brown v. Board of Education and school desegregation. Some have described the Court’s decision that standing was lacking and it had no jurisdiction in Hollingsworth v. Perry as reflecting, in part, the sense that the country was not yet ready for the Supreme Court to pronounce on the constitutionality of state prohibitions on same sex marriage. The fact that the Court enjoys broad discretion over the cases it hears means that denials of certiorari are an easily available and largely non-public means by which the Court can avoid cases that might prove particularly contentious and provoke sharp public response.

Perhaps the most prominently invoked example of strategic Supreme Court decision making to preserve the Court’s public standing is today the most debatable: Justice Owen Roberts’ vote to uphold the constitutionality of Washington’s minimum wage statute challenged in West Coast Hotel v. Parrish after having invalidated a nearly identical New York law just the term before. Given that West Coast Hotel was decided against the backdrop of President Franklin Roosevelt’s proposal to pack the Court, a proposal that lost steam when the Court started upholding New Deal economic regulation, Roberts’ vote was long heralded as the switch-in-time-that-saved-nine. Subsequent revisionary scholarship has called that view into question, arguing that Roberts had voted in West Coast before the court-packing plan was released and reflected a longer term evolution in his legal views. Yet even if Roberts’ vote was based in legal principles and not just a response to head off a political threat to the Court, most scholars see the evolution in the Court’s views towards New Deal economic measures as also influenced by the changing public climate. Indeed, studies of the Court by both legal and political science scholars demonstrate that the Court often aligns with public opinion.

More recently, the issue of whether Justices decide cases to protect the Court’s legitimacy rose to the fore in the aftermath of NFIB v. Sebelius, which upheld the Affordable Care Act’s individual mandate. Reports soon emerged of Chief
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Justice Roberts having switched his vote to supporting the mandate’s constitutionality out of concern over the public fallout the Court might face were it to invalidate the most important social welfare legislation of a generation.\(^{125}\) Whether Roberts in fact did so remains a matter of debate.\(^{126}\) For many ACA opponents, however, it was the possibility of such a “Roberts flip” that threatened the Court’s public reputation.\(^{127}\)

To be sure, these are all instances of implicit strategic consideration of the Court’s public standing. Explicit reference also occurs, but more rarely. The leading example comes from the joint opinion in Planned Parenthood v. Casey. The joint opinion invoked the Court’s public legitimacy as an additional reason for it to adhere to its past decision in Roe v. Wade:

Where, in the performance of its judicial duties, the Court decides a case in such a way as to resolve the sort of intensely divisive controversy reflected in Roe . . . its decision requires an equally rare precedential force to counter the inevitable efforts to overturn it and to thwart its implementation . . . . [T]o overrule under fire in the absence of the most compelling reason to reexamine a watershed decision would subvert the Court’s legitimacy beyond any serious question.\(^{128}\)

Concern about the impact overruling a decision may have on “public faith in the judiciary” has surfaced in other stare decisis analyses.\(^{129}\) But stare decisis is not the only context in which the Court has taken public reaction into account in its decision making. According to one study, “The justices have made seventy-one . . . references to the Court’s institutional legitimacy” since Brown was decided in 1954.\(^{130}\) Nearly all members of the Roberts Court have signed onto
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opinions in recent years that invoke the need to preserve “public confidence” in
the Court as a justification for their rulings.131

Some Justices expressly have invoked the Court’s legitimacy as reason for the
Court to adhere to a limited role and, in particular, to sidestep highly political
disputes. Justice Frankfurter famously insisted that “[t]he Court’s authority—
possessed of neither the purse nor the sword—ultimately rests on sustained public
confidence in its moral sanction. Such feeling must be nourished by the Court’s
complete detachment . . . from political entanglements and by abstention from
injecting itself into the clash of political forces.”132 In recent years, Chief Justice
Roberts has channeled this Frankfurterian view, arguing that the Court needs to
hew to a narrow role to preserve its legitimacy.133 During oral argument in Gill v.
Whitford in 2018, Roberts stated that “the main problem” he had with finding par-
tisan gerrymandering unconstitutional is that such a determination would threaten
the Court’s public standing:

We will have to decide in every case whether the Democrats win or the
Republicans win. . . . [L]et’s say . . . the Democrats win . . . [a]nd the intelligent
man on the street is going to say . . . [i]t must be because the Supreme Court
preferred the Democrats over the Republicans. And that is going to cause very
serious harm to the status and integrity of the decisions of this Court in the
eyes of the country.134

And despite his criticism of the Casey joint opinion’s invocation of legitimacy,
Justice Scalia raised a similar fear in his dissent in Obergefell v. Hodges, noting
that the Court’s legitimacy might be eroded by its lack of restraint in invalidating
state prohibitions on same sex marriage.135

Strategic consideration of public reaction to judicial decisions is thus a long-
standing and ongoing phenomenon at the Supreme Court, but it is nonetheless
controversial. Casey’s argument that the Court should refrain from overruling
past decisions in “intensely divisive” contexts met sharp criticism from both
Chief Justice Rehnquist and Justice Scalia in their respective dissents. Some of
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this criticism underscored the tension between the joint opinion’s insistence on sticking with precedent when under popular fire and the multiple ways in which it simultaneously deviated from the precedent of *Roe*.136 The dissents further insisted, however, that the Court should not consider how it would be publicly viewed in reaching its decisions at all. According to the Chief Justice, “[t]he Judicial Branch derives its legitimacy, not from following public opinion, but from deciding by its best lights whether legislative enactments of the popular branches of Government comport with the Constitution.”137 Justice Scalia made a similar point, bluntly stating that “whether it would ‘subvert the Court’s legitimacy’ or not, the notion that we would decide a case differently from the way we otherwise would have in order to show that we can stand firm against public disapproval is frightening.”138

Recently, Tara Grove has developed this point further, arguing that that it is not legally legitimate under any interpretive theory for the Court to decide a case based on concerns about its sociological legitimacy. Grove focuses on “switches,” instances in which “one or more Justices is said to have ruled in a way that they believed to be legally incorrect . . . in order to protect the Court.”139 Switches, in her view, would “violate norms of consistency, good faith, and candor,”140 and she notes that “the Justices . . . are most certainly not candid about ‘caving’ to public pressure.”141 She argues that a switch may even be at odds with the case and controversy requirement of Article III, insofar as it means that a Justice is not focusing “on the case or controversy before her.”142 In her view, the Court faces an unavoidable “legitimacy trade-off”: “a steadfast commitment to legal legitimacy may put at risk the Court’s sociological legitimacy,” but at the same time “a steadfast commitment to sociological legitimacy may lead a Justice to compromise the legal legitimacy of her own rulings.”143

Such rejections of consideration of sociological legitimacy are hard to square with the Justices’ practice of regularly invoking the Court’s public standing in their opinions. One way of resolving this inconsistency is to be clearer about how exactly sociological legitimacy might factor into a Justice’s decision making. Sociological legitimacy might be simply one factor among many that leads a Justice to a particular decision. Alternatively, it might be the only factor a Justice considers or, as in Grove’s switch category, a Justice might decide based on sociological legitimacy and contrary to her view of the law. Although even the
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first, limited consideration of sociological legitimacy might be problematic for some theories of interpretation, on the whole it does not trigger much concern. The latter versions of taking sociological legitimacy into account are far more contentious. This distinction is evident in the actions of the Justices. When the Justices invoke sociological legitimacy, it is overwhelmingly used as an additional reason to reach a certain result and not the sole basis for decision. What makes the joint opinion in *Casey* stand out is its oblique suggestion that preserving the Court’s public status should outweigh the correct view of the law. Notably, however, the joint opinion does not argue that sociological legitimacy should be the determining factor, and it is mentioned alongside both more standard stare decisis factors and a lengthy constitutional analysis.

Yet, even the concerns about more extreme consideration of sociological legitimacy also seems exaggerated. To begin with, such instances seem likely to be quite rare. This is particularly true of switches, because it seems improbable that a Justice would decide the legal merits before considering the public impact of a case, rather than taking the public impact into account in the course of deciding what the correct outcome is. If nothing else, theories of motivated reasoning suggest that the Justices’ desire to avoid outcomes that will harm the public standing of the Court will lead them to shade their assessment of the legal merits. Nor is it necessarily problematic for a Justice to reconsider her initial instincts on the legal merits because of the possible impact of such a view on the Court’s public standing. Much would depend on how she ultimately reasoned to her new position and how she might approach analogous cases in the future. Even if sociological legitimacy concerns drove Chief Justice Roberts’ decision in *NFIB*, his opinion explaining why the individual mandate should be deemed a constitutional tax accorded with the Constitution’s text, structure, and history and was supported by Supreme Court precedent on the scope of the tax power. And if Roberts adheres consistently to that view going forward, suggesting that he was led not just to a different result in a particular case but more broadly to reconsider his understanding of the tax power, it would be hard to call his decision making entirely unprincipled.

Moreover, assessments of a decision’s external effects are not categorically excluded from legally legitimate decision making. To the contrary, examination of whether a decision would be at odds with public reliance or whether a line of doctrine has proven unworkable in practice are an essential part of the doctrine of stare decisis—a doctrine the Court has identified as “a foundation stone of the rule of law” that sometimes requires the Court to adhere to determinations that

---


are settled over those it believes to be right. Although stare decisis has become a source of dispute on the Court as of late, only Justice Thomas has called for revocation of the doctrine, and his argument against it rests on the broader point that judges exceed their constitutional power if they adhere to decisions they believe are demonstrably incorrect. Concerns about workability, judicial capacity, and interbranch relations also lie at the core of many political question decisions and other justiciability doctrines.

Perhaps most significantly, the importance of public acceptance of the Court to its ability to function effectively and “survive[e] as a viable institution” provides a principled reason for the Justices to consider sociological legitimacy. Put differently, ensuring that the Court can perform its constitutional role effectively is itself of constitutional importance. Although we often focus on the Constitution’s concern to constrain the branches of government, constructing an effective government is also a constitutional goal. Deborah Hellman has argued that the Court’s “ability to justifiably compel compliance with its rulings in particular cases” requires that it “be effective enough to compel compliance with its pronouncements generally. . . . [I]f the Court can protect its effectiveness through safeguarding its image, [it] . . . ought to do so.” At a minimum, therefore, preserving the sociological legitimacy of the Court should be seen as a functional prerequisite for principled legal decision making and not just as a potential threat.

Consideration of the Court’s public standing also appears to accord with Fallon’s account of constitutional adjudication. Like others, Fallon insists on the importance of adherence to principle, but he also insists that principled decision making does not preclude judicial attention to moral, prudential, and political concerns. The impact of sociological legitimacy on the Court’s effectiveness is a central prudential factor. Moreover, Fallon himself suggests that preserving the Court’s effectiveness carries moral significance as well: “[W]e should remember throughout that enhanced sociological legitimacy is morally relevant insofar as it seems necessary to sustain a climate of mutual respect among citizens and of
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recognition by citizens of the government’s right to rule." Finally, Fallon’s discussion of judicial restraint suggests yet another reason why the Court’s consideration of its public standing is legitimate: the close overlap between strategic and substantive arguments over the political ramifications of the Court’s actions. Disentangling these two will often prove difficult; the strategic concern that the public will see the Court as overstepping its proper constitutional role and intruding on the political sphere is likely to go hand-in-hand with the substantive concern that the Court is in fact overstepping. Allowing the substantive version into the realm of legitimate constitutional adjudication thus likely means bringing its strategic twin in as well.

C. Candor and Sociological Legitimacy

Therefore, I believe it can be legally legitimate for the Justices to consider the Court’s sociological legitimacy in their decision making and perhaps even to decide cases based on sociological legitimacy concerns. Whether such consideration is actually legitimate in practice is a different question. Much turns on how and why the Justices take sociological legitimacy into account, as well as the specific features of the case at hand.

In particular, the Justices’ consideration of the Court’s sociological legitimacy would need to accord with the norms of good-faith, reasonable constitutional adjudication. As a result, instances in which a Justice would be justified in deciding solely on sociological legitimacy are extremely rare, at best; the threat to the Court’s public standing would need to be dire to justify such a deviation from usual constitutional practice. Even in more likely scenarios, when sociological legitimacy enters a Justice’s decisional calculus simply as one of many factors, Justices may be faulted for giving it undue weight or miscalculating what the public impact of a decision would be. As Luis Fuentes-Rohwer has suggested, a real danger exists of the Justices crying wolf; given the generally high levels of public approval of the Court, there often should be a more than sufficient buffer for the Court to issue an unpopular or castigated decision and still enjoy substantial sociological legitimacy. Grove similarly warns that the Justices may not be particularly good at assessing when their decisions pose a risk to the Court’s legitimacy, and the ongoing debate over diffuse support for the Court suggests those assessments are difficult to make. This likelihood of error is exacerbated by the presence of multiple publics, as noted above. Studies suggest that Judges are particularly attuned to the audiences they are close to, such as legal elites. But they may be less able to predict how other audiences will respond to their decisions, and selective attentiveness to only some publics seems unjustifiably
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Finally, whether a specific Justice is justified in considering sociological legitimacy will also turn on her own interpretive theory. If a Justice espouses an interpretive theory that demands decisions be based on specific sources, such as originalists who argue that constitutional interpretation must depend on the original public meaning of the Constitution’s text, then for the Justice to actually decide based on sociological legitimacy would be at odds with the obligations of good faith and consistency in constitutional adjudication.157

An especially difficult question relates to whether the Justices must be candid about considering the Court’s public standing in deciding a case. Judicial candor is often identified as essential to legitimate judicial decision making, a position that accords with Fallon’s emphasis on good-faith, reasoned adjudication as the core of our constitutional practice.158 Intuitively, judicial candor would appear especially important here, given doubts about the legal legitimacy of Justices considering the Court’s sociological legitimacy at all. Absent candor, it will be hard for outside actors to assess whether a Justice’s consideration of sociological legitimacy in a particular context was justified or for our constitutional practice to develop norms about when such consideration is legally legitimate. Not requiring candor might also lead to excessive reliance on sociological legitimacy in judicial decision making, making the Justices too free to consider the public impact of their decisions because they can do so without suffering the constraints of public criticism.159

The problem is that judicial candor about considering the public impact of the Court’s decisions may be particularly harmful to the Court’s public standing. This danger is highlighted by the studies emphasizing that how judges reason may matter as much as the decisions they reach.160 If paying attention to the public impact of the Court’s decisions makes the public see the Justices more like politicians or conclude the Justices are acting extraconstitutionally, then the Justices’ candor may cause the very damage to the Court’s sociological legitimacy that they were trying to avoid.

One response would be to exempt the Justices from the requirements of judicial candor when doing so protects the Court’s public standing. Michael Wells has advocated such an approach, arguing that “putting an attractive face on its rulings may serve the Court’s vital institutional need for public confidence.”161 In his view, the central importance of preserving the Court’s sociological legitimacy justifies the Court’s engagement in appearance management when describing its
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reasoning and as a result offering those reasons that the public will accept instead of full candor. Some might question whether broad judicial candor (as opposed to candor in discussions with other judges) is really likely to yield a more accountable and careful approach to the role of sociological legitimacy in judicial decision making. It seems also possible that fears of public criticism might make Justices wary of developing a coherent, higher profile account of when to take that impact into account, leading them instead to adopt an ad hoc stance or just forego consideration of public impact altogether. Indeed, the extent to which legally legitimate decision making requires full disclosure of all the factors a judge considers, or whether selective disclosure or even mere avoidance of intentional deception would suffice to meet the requirements of reasoned adjudication, is a matter of some debate.

Fallon, however, appears committed to candor, identifying reasoned judicial argumentation undertaken in good faith as essential for legally legitimate judicial decision making. At least under his account, therefore, some judicial candor about considering the public impact of a decision would seem to be required. Interestingly, in an earlier article, Fallon acknowledged gradations in the candor requirements, distinguishing between the obligation and the ideal of judicial candor. On his view, judges “who offer what look on the surface to be reasons for their decisions but provide scant insight into their actual reasoning or the difficulty of a legal problem... fall far short of the ideal,” yet “normally do not breach an obligation of candor,” absent “a willful effort to deceive or the utter unintelligibility of proffered legal reasoning.” This account might create an opening for Justices to forego discussing concerns about the impact a decision might have on the Court’s public standing when that impact does not play a significant or determinative role in their decision making. But that would still require the Justices to be candid in cases in which they put heavy reliance on the effect a decision might have on the Court’s public standing—arguably, the very instances that will make the Court look most politicized.

An alternative approach might be to question whether the Justices’ acknowledging that they considered the impact of a decision on how the Court is viewed would in fact undercut the Court’s sociological legitimacy. Arguably, such
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openness might enhance the Court’s standing by demonstrating the Justices’ honesty, especially for those who believe such external factors determine judicial decision making at least as much, if not more, than internal legal ones.\textsuperscript{166} And it would safeguard the Court against potential hits to its legitimacy, should it be revealed that the Justices had decided based on sociological legitimacy concerns and never acknowledged it. David Shapiro has made this point about judicial candor generally, arguing that “lack of candor seldom goes undetected for long, and its detection only serves to increase the level of cynicism about the nature of judging and of judges.”\textsuperscript{167} There is something to all these points, and more research is clearly needed to determine whether individuals really view judicial consideration of public impact to be purely political and if judges can alleviate that concern by greater openness. But the Justices would still face a quandary if they concluded that public acceptance of the Court required that they consider the public impact of certain decisions in deciding how to vote, yet they would damage the Court’s public standing if they were open about doing so.

I find myself drawn to a slightly different conclusion. Although judicial candor likely does have some flexibility in its joints, I agree with Fallon that an honest explanation of the reasons for a decision remains a core demand of our constitutional system. And today’s increasingly ideologically and politically world, both on the Court and off, suggests that the Justices cannot simply ignore the impact that their decisions may have on public confidence in the Court. Perhaps the Justices can take this impact into account openly without undercutting their public legitimacy, but the contentiousness over consideration of sociological legitimacy suggests that the Justices must do more. Specifically, I think it is incumbent on members of the Court to develop a persuasive account of when public confidence is a legitimate consideration in judicial decision making. It is the responsibility of the Justices to convince their many publics that they are indeed acting in a legally legitimate manner—acting like judges rather than politicians in robes—when they seek to preserve public confidence in the Court. Such an account of when sociological legitimacy is a legally legitimate consideration is becoming increasingly essential for the Court to navigate our current world of deep and lasting partisan and ideological divides.
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